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clare is a girl s name of latin origin meaning bright clear clare is the 991 ranked female name by popularity meaning history medieval english form of clara the preferred
spelling in the english speaking world is now the french form claire though clare has been fairly popular in the united kingdom and australia in latin baby names the meaning
of the name clare is from the feminine form of the latin adjective clarus meaning bright or clear also distinguished famous bearer twelfth century st clare the name clare is of
latin origin and means clear or bright it is a unisex name but it is more commonly used for girls the name clare has been around since the middle ages and has been a
popular choice for parents ever since it is a simple yet elegant name that is easy to pronounce and spell origin clair claire is a french adjective meaning clear light or bright it
can also be a noun meaning light as in the phrase clair de lune light of the moon gender claire with an e at the end is the feminine form in french while clair would be the
masculine form clare ˈ k l ɛər is a given name the medieval english form of clara the related name clair was traditionally considered male especially when spelled without an
e 2 but clare and claire are usually female what is the meaning of the name clare the name clare is primarily a female name of english origin that means illustrious
enlightened origin latin other origin s irish meaning bright famous level surface clare is a baby girl name of latin origin a variant of the french names clara and claire this
baby name means bright and famous girl clare means bright famous clare name origin latin pronunciation c la re see what 2 people think about clare share popularity
alternatives lists comments ask your friends family about clare clare name popularity how popular is the name clare here s everything we know chart raw data by state data
via ssa gov what does clare mean clare as a girls name also used less generally as boys name clare is of latin origin and the meaning of clare is bright famous the regular
english form of clara since the middle ages also form of claire also form of clarissa starts with cla claire is the french form of the name possibly derived from clères in seine
maritime a local river in france the name owes its popularity as a feminine name in europe to the 13th century saint clare of assisi claire name meaning and origin what
does claire mean from latin clear bright a norman form of the name clara in the 19th century claire had a resurgence as a variation on clare well known claires actress claire
danes molly ringwald s character in the breakfast club origin latin girl boy data not available the name clare is a boy s name nowadays clare tends to be viewed as a
feminine name but this is a short and sweet irish flavored name that could work just as well on a boy claire is a french name meaning clear and bright a form of clara claire
is often used as a middle name in the u s though she has been a top 100 girl name since the late 1990s claire is the definition of french style petite and chic with her one
syllable sound meaning origin and history of the name clara behind the name clara name popularity related ratings comments namesakes name days 79 rating save gender
feminine usage german spanish portuguese italian french catalan romanian english swedish danish late roman shop the hottest styles and trends from cool jewellery hair
accessories to gifts school supplies free delivery available based on your order spend shop claire s today clare mosley called her husband wonderful funny kind and brilliant
in a statement after his death nicholas rice is a senior editor for people magazine he began working with the brand as an clare sestanovich s characters are book smart and
bored her first novel ask me again follows a young woman from high school in new york city to an elite university to her early shop all fashion jewelry accessories more claire
s us home shop all view more categories shop all 1 60 of 7 304 products filter available in store today in westlake center seattle change hello kitty 50th anniversary claire s
exclusive sunglasses 16 99 delivery available available at westlake center add to bag



clare baby name meaning origin and popularity May 11 2024
clare is a girl s name of latin origin meaning bright clear clare is the 991 ranked female name by popularity

meaning origin and history of the name clare Apr 10 2024
meaning history medieval english form of clara the preferred spelling in the english speaking world is now the french form claire though clare has been fairly popular in the
united kingdom and australia

clare name meaning and origin sheknows Mar 09 2024
in latin baby names the meaning of the name clare is from the feminine form of the latin adjective clarus meaning bright or clear also distinguished famous bearer twelfth
century st clare

clare name meaning origin history and significance Feb 08 2024
the name clare is of latin origin and means clear or bright it is a unisex name but it is more commonly used for girls the name clare has been around since the middle ages
and has been a popular choice for parents ever since it is a simple yet elegant name that is easy to pronounce and spell

claire name meaning origin popularity verywell family Jan 07 2024
origin clair claire is a french adjective meaning clear light or bright it can also be a noun meaning light as in the phrase clair de lune light of the moon gender claire with an e
at the end is the feminine form in french while clair would be the masculine form

clare given name wikipedia Dec 06 2023
clare ˈ k l ɛər is a given name the medieval english form of clara the related name clair was traditionally considered male especially when spelled without an e 2 but clare
and claire are usually female

clare name meaning popularity and info on babynames com Nov 05 2023
what is the meaning of the name clare the name clare is primarily a female name of english origin that means illustrious enlightened

clare baby name meaning origin and popularity thebump com Oct 04 2023
origin latin other origin s irish meaning bright famous level surface clare is a baby girl name of latin origin a variant of the french names clara and claire this baby name
means bright and famous

clare name meaning origin popularity girl names like clare Sep 03 2023
girl clare means bright famous clare name origin latin pronunciation c la re see what 2 people think about clare share popularity alternatives lists comments ask your friends



family about clare clare name popularity how popular is the name clare here s everything we know chart raw data by state data via ssa gov

clare name meaning what does clare mean girl Aug 02 2023
what does clare mean clare as a girls name also used less generally as boys name clare is of latin origin and the meaning of clare is bright famous the regular english form
of clara since the middle ages also form of claire also form of clarissa starts with cla

clare meaning origin history and popularity momjunction Jul 01 2023
claire is the french form of the name possibly derived from clères in seine maritime a local river in france the name owes its popularity as a feminine name in europe to the
13th century saint clare of assisi

claire baby name meaning origin and popularity babycenter May 31 2023
claire name meaning and origin what does claire mean from latin clear bright a norman form of the name clara in the 19th century claire had a resurgence as a variation on
clare well known claires actress claire danes molly ringwald s character in the breakfast club origin latin girl boy data not available

clare baby name meaning origin and popularity Apr 29 2023
the name clare is a boy s name nowadays clare tends to be viewed as a feminine name but this is a short and sweet irish flavored name that could work just as well on a boy

claire name meaning origin popularity girl names like Mar 29 2023
claire is a french name meaning clear and bright a form of clara claire is often used as a middle name in the u s though she has been a top 100 girl name since the late
1990s claire is the definition of french style petite and chic with her one syllable sound

meaning origin and history of the name clara behind the name Feb 25 2023
meaning origin and history of the name clara behind the name clara name popularity related ratings comments namesakes name days 79 rating save gender feminine
usage german spanish portuguese italian french catalan romanian english swedish danish late roman

shop jewellery accessories hair beauty more claire s Jan 27 2023
shop the hottest styles and trends from cool jewellery hair accessories to gifts school supplies free delivery available based on your order spend shop claire s today

michael mosley s wife clare mosley reacts after his body is found Dec 26 2022
clare mosley called her husband wonderful funny kind and brilliant in a statement after his death nicholas rice is a senior editor for people magazine he began working with
the brand as an



book review ask me again by clare sestanovich the new Nov 24 2022
clare sestanovich s characters are book smart and bored her first novel ask me again follows a young woman from high school in new york city to an elite university to her
early

shop all fashion jewelry accessories more claire s us Oct 24 2022
shop all fashion jewelry accessories more claire s us home shop all view more categories shop all 1 60 of 7 304 products filter available in store today in westlake center
seattle change hello kitty 50th anniversary claire s exclusive sunglasses 16 99 delivery available available at westlake center add to bag
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